A complete suite of extensions for MS Dynamics 365 Business Central and MS Dynamics NAV - to make manufacturing processes more efficient

**NAVEKSA ShopFloor**
NAVEKSA ShopFloor offers production planners and operators easy and efficient production planning of the workload within the workshop, and provides real-time monitoring based on the operator’s start and stop transactions.
Information and functionality include:
- Prioritized overview of active and pending orders, sequence management, queue control, quality reporting, job time registration, barcode scanning control, time & attendance and traceability management, etc.

**NAVEKSA ItemPlanning**
NAVEKSA ItemPlanning provides sales, inventory, purchasing and production planners with a full and accurate overview of inventory and expected future inventory – and thus the possibility to communicate reliable end-customer quotations and lead times.
Information and functionality include: “What-if” scenario visually displayed when the unexpected happens, calculation of shortage situation, direct order creation for anticipated shortages on items, bill of materials, assembly products and production orders.

**NAVEKSA Make-to-order**
NAVEKSA Make-to-order offers production planners and operators a smart way to manage changes and reschedule production orders.
Information and functionality include:
- Rescheduling of work in progress, forward, backwards, and bottleneck scheduling, and process transparency.

**NAVEKSA CadConnect**
NAVEKSA CadConnect enables the production engineer to create bills of materials and process information based on data from a CAD system, manually create, and/or copy changes to an existing product to create a new variant.
Information and functionality include:
- Modelling, cost pricing, automatic data creation, and creation of routings for processes, machine centres and assembly, as well as version control with compare function for MS Dynamics NAV and MS Dynamics 365 Business Central based on CAD product design data.

Buy and download NAVEKSA extensions from [appsource.microsoft.com](http://appsource.microsoft.com)

See more at [naveksa.com](http://naveksa.com)
NAVEKSA extensions for MS Dynamics 365 Business Central offer ...

- A suite of extensions, all of them available for MS Dynamics 365 Business Central, cloud as well as on-premise, and MS Dynamics NAV, developed for manufacturing and logistics companies.
- Planning and overview of production orders, their status, and their progress – in real-time.
- Overview of inventory in real-time and forward in time.
- Functionalities to provide end-customers with accurate answers about delivery time and quantities.
- Safe, easy to install solutions – NAVEKSA extensions are installed ‘on top’ of MS Dynamics 365 and MS Dynamics NAV and change nothing in other software.
- User-friendly interfaces, and possibility to adapt functionality to individual users.
- Short pay-back time.

Buy and download NAVEKSA ShopFloor 365, Make-to-order 365, ItemPlanning 365 and CadConnect 365 from appsource.microsoft.com

NAVEKSA solutions are certified by Microsoft.

This means the solutions are approved by Microsoft and meet Microsoft’s highest standards for partner-developed software solutions.